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Editorial
Two Mark Rutherford related events took place in Bedford this year. The first was the
opening of the Rutherford Building at Bedford Modern School (and I include the opening
address by John Hale White, Mark Rutherford‘s great grandson) and, secondly the visit
by Paul Zahl, who spent two days with me in Bedford in early May.
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Paul Zahl visits Bedford
The Very Rev. Dr.theol. Paul F.M. Zahl is Dean and President of Trinity Episcopal
School for Ministry in Ambridge, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvannia. But, more importantly, he
is a one man sales force for Mark Rutherford in the USA.
Paul arrived by coach from Cambridge and after coffee in my garden we visited a mixture of Bunyan and Rutherford sites. The Elstow Moot Hall and Abbey and Houghton
House (House Beautiful) took up the early part of the morning, then to Oakley Bridge of
Catherine Furze fame and lunch at Harrold Odell Country Park. We then returned to
Bedford to see the grandfather clock in the museum and the Mark Rutherford Collection
at Bedford Central Library.
In the early evening Paul talked about Mark Rutherford at Bunyan Meeting and some of
us repaired to an Italian restaurant for a meal. This was followed by looking at my own
MR collection and watching a Gene Vincent DVD. We had discovered a mutual interest
in rock ‗n‘ roll.
Tuesday was a major day of driving, and making a good start we reached Groombridge
just before eleven a.m. to have tea and a guided tour of The Cottage by it‘s present
owner. He has copies of some of the books including The Groombridge Diary and is
interested in the history of his house, a grade II Listed building, and he is keen to retain
it‘s character.
We then walked up to the station having imagined ourselves as WHW looking out
of the window awaiting Dorothy‘s appearance. Back then to the graveyard and the
tombstone and small church. Lunch was taken in the Crown overlooking the small
green.
A hairy drive into South London brought us to Carshalton Pond and Honeywood House,
now a local studies museum, which we looked at briefly followed by a short walk up to
19 Park Hill, the house designed by his friend Philip Webb, which looked a little unoccupied at the time of our visit. A very enjoyable couple of days.
Left: The garden now
Below: In MR‘s day.

Paul Zahl (left) and Nick Wilde (right)
in the garden at The Cottage,
Groombridge, Kent.
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The Rutherford Building at Bedford Modern School
was formally opened by the President of the Mark
Rutherford Society, John Hale White on 24th March
The Rutherford Building is a combined School Refectory (ground floor) and
VI Form Centre (first floor), with various teaching rooms (VI Form government and politics department), a VI Form computer suite and a social area, all
on the first floor. There is a board room for the School Governors (the
Brownridge Room) on the
ground floor.
The architects were the Inskip
Partnership, and the building
came into use on 5thJune
2006. The official opening by
John Hale White took place on
24th March 2007.

This is the text of the opening remarks by John Hale White at the unveiling of the plaque to
commemorate the event. His target audience was the Sixth Form although most of those in
attendance were governors and other friends of the school. It shows the insight that he has
as a descendent of the author. I am grateful to John for allowing me to print it here.
Mark Rutherford is not a household name like Charles Dickens or Jane Austen, but his
writings will, I believe, always remain a peculiar passion, a cult passion of you like, for
people who seek to understand the workings of the human soul — how the deeper characteristics of men and women interact with one another to their fulfilment — or to their despair.
I believe, by the way, in the word ―soul‖, and I believe that not every term has to be limited
by definition. I am a sculptor myself, and artists are concerned with what lies beyond the
definitions of words.
There are therefore many lessons in Mark Rutherford‘s writings to help us navigate
through life, through human relations, especially in couples, and to help those who feel the
need to face the implications of faith in their lives.
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For M.R. like your other great writer of Bedford over two centuries earlier, is concerned not only with the human relationships of his characters, but with their relationship to God. But, whereas Bunyan is a man of the 17th Century, if firm and courageous, I should say, heroic faith himself, M.R. setting his novels in the earlier part of
the 19th Century, shows the struggles of believing Christians with the doubts that began then to unsettle the certainties of faith. And he does this courageously also, having lived through many torments of faith himself, having been brought up in the heritage of Bunyan and having come out the other side.
His deeper and broader study of theology and philosophy, particularly of Spinoza,
helped him; the great process of 19th century science helped him, (and he developed
a particular passion for astronomy) but above all the beauties of nature as revealed by
the poetry of Wordsworth, and the potential nobility of man as in the poetry of Byron.
Mark Rutherford was the pseudonym chosen by William Hale White to camouflage
the authorship of his novels which were of a particularly self-revealing nature, especially the first two, The Autobiography and The Deliverance. The first has in fact a
double pseudonym, being the Autobiography of Mark Rutherford edited by his friend
Reuben Shapcott, both of whom are fictional characters. Even his family for many
years did not know of his authorship.
The nom de plume gave him greater freedom of expression. The other reason for this
was to distinguish his fictional writing from his work as an essayist which appeared
in several small volumes, entitled ‗Pages from a Journal‘ and from his translation of
Spinoza, and from his voluminous journalism for various papers, being largely reports from the House of Commons.
As all in my family have the name Hale-White we always refer to him by the fictional
name of his creative persona, Mark Rutherford, but by his own parents he was known
as Hale.
And here I should like to mention his father, William White, who was a printer and
bookseller in Bedford until he went bust. A pillar of the Bunyan community until he
also developed doubts, he was a brave Radical politician of impeccable probity and
was recognised by MPs of the time as a superb orator.
Not having the private means of a gentleman, he could not aspire to Parliament, but
his patrons in the House of Commons secured for him a post as Head doorkeeper to
the House, and this allowed him for many years to write reports of commons debates
which were later collected in book form under the title of The Inner Life of the House
of Commons.
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Mark Rutherford‘s writing he did in the early morning, from about five till he had to
leave to get to his office at the Admiralty, where he finally had a good and steady job
after years of difficulty and penury.
I am afraid that, though M.R.s novels do not lack for humourous observation, it is rather
difficulty to make jokes or to recount anecdotes about him. So this talk must appear very
dry: at least it is brief.
Those of you who haven‘t done so, please read the novels. There may be some difficulty at first to get into the distinctive mindset but, once in, they are very rewarding and
you can imbibe from them the purest and clearest means of expressing yourselves in
English.
M.R. is one of you. He grew up and went to school in Bedford. His books are full of local observations and of the way of life of people in part of the country in the first half of
the 19th century. You might also like to read a bout old Bedford and his childhood
which can be found in a very slim autobiographical book called ‗The Early Life of Mark
Rutherford.‘

Janice and Stephen Smith (Headmaster) and John and Janet Hale White
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Mark Rutherford and John Bunyan
A Study in Relationship
By Vincent Newey

Writing to his friend Philip Webb in 1905, the year after his study of John Bunyan was
published, William Hale White observed, ‗Elstow and the Ouse and in a measure the temper of the man are in my blood.‘1 The connection between Hale White, the man who
wrote fiction under the pseudonym of ‗Mark Rutherford‘, and Bunyan was both geographical and inward, constituted by temperament and a shared tradition. Elstow was
Bunyan‘s birthplace, Bedford Hale White‘s. The Old Meeting in Bedford, which was the
church Hale White attended, had been built on the site of Bunyan‘s ministry, which was
licensed in 1672 ‗for the use of such as doe not conforme to the Church of England who
are of the Perswasion commonly called Congregational to meet and assemble in‘.2 In the
rolls Hale White is listed as number 1936 to be admitted to membership; while Bunyan is
number 27. The emphatic mixture of closeness in background and distance in time is key
to understanding the relation between the two men as writers, and their respective historical and cultural significance. Hale White was one of the Victorians who lost their faith,
an ‗honest doubter‘,3 but he remained in some ways deeply attached to the Nonconformist
and especially Calvinist tradition, and was positively influenced by its chief creative exponent. His engagement with Bunyan and his milieu, however, inevitably also involved a
sharp sense of how far things had changed, of a modernity that was difficult and challenging.
A comparison between past and present where the present is found wanting comes out
in an episode in the novel Catharine Furze (1893) that includes direct reference to Bunyan‘s Pilgrim’s Progress. The narrator laments the absence of any suitable outlet for the
energies within Catharine. Had she been born two-hundred years earlier, all would have
been well. In the faith of her ancestors, when, like Christian and Hopeful on the road to
the Celestial City, people could ‗pour out their hearts to one another … [and were] knit
together in everlasting bonds by the same Christ and the same salvation‘, she would have
found apt companionship and ‗ample room‘ for the development and satisfaction of all
that was in her, ‗heart‘ and intellect‘.4 In the semi-fictional Autobiography of Mark Rutherford (1881) the golden age—I use the term deliberately, for that old secure world of
communion and community is surely imagined rather than actual—is situated a hundred
years back, when Rutherford, emotionally adrift and unfulfilled, would have directed his
‗burning longing‘ towards ‗the unseen God‘.5 In the nineteenth century, on the other
hand, ‗when each man is left to shift for himself, to work out the answers to his own problems, the result is isolation‘ (CF, 190).
Hale White‘s great preoccupation is with the predicament of the individual bereft of
frameworks of belief in which to exist unselfconsciously, thrown back for survival upon
his or her own mental resources. However, this condition, this microcosm of the larger
Victorian angst, provides a setting in his works, not only for the psychodrama of loneliness and struggle, but for making trial of new ideals. Especially in Catharine Furze, as
we shall see, the collapse of conventional religious understanding of the concept of
‗salvation‘ is accompanied by the emergence, albeit uncertain, of a radically different
one—fulfilment through romantic love. William Hale White is the unlikely forerunner of
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D.H. Lawrence, who certainly read and admired him, saying he was ‗fearfully fond of Rutherford‘ because he was ‗so just and plucky and sound‘ .6 The word I would stress here is
‗plucky‘, since it highlights a courageous and radical edge in Hale White‘s choice of subjects
and themes.
*
Any consideration of Hale White‘s relation to Bunyan, however, must at an early stage
address his study of John Bunyan itself, which appeared in 1904. This book was written out
of deep-seated and long-standing respect for Bunyan, without, it seems, any concern for
originality of fact or interpretation. The details of Bunyan‘s life and times are taken from
previous studies, particularly Dr John Brown‘s (1885), which is acknowledged by an inscription on the reverse of the title page, and Hale White adopts the declared policy of letting
Bunyan‘s texts speak for themselves, although he does this through rehearsal and paraphrase
rather than direct quotation. Of The Pilgrim’s Progress he says, ‗We will use for the most
part Bunyan‘s own words, so that it may be seen how little translation they need‘; and later,
coming to The Holy War, he affirms that the force and meaning of the work ‗will be apparent without any interpretation if, as before, we simply follow him‘.7
But there is in fact an important motive at work in this decision not to get between the
author and his expression. While reminding his readers of Bunyan‘s status as a ‗theological‘
writer, who has been for two centuries, and continues to be, the ‗beloved interpreter of their
religion to common folk‘, Hale White sees his significance in the nineteenth century as lying, rather, in his rendering of ‗experience of life‘:
We are now, however, beginning to see that he is not altogether the representative of Puritanism, but the historian of Mansoul, and that the qualification necessary in order to understand and properly value him is not theological learning, nor in fact any kind of learning or literary skill, but the experience of life, with its hopes and fears, bright day and black night. (JB, 2)
The Pilgrim’s Progress is accordingly described as ‗almost entirely the story of the pilgrimage of man, not of Puritan man especially, but man in all ages‘ (JB, 120). The point is
reiterated, but with an added emphasis upon the seriousness of Bunyan‘s concerns, when The
Holy War is introduced as a work in which ‗Bunyan writes his own history and that of all
human beings to whom life is more than silly‘ (JB, 187). The immediacy with which Bunyan goes to the heart of experience solicits immediacy of response from the reader, and no
interpreter need, or indeed should, come between.
Threads are present here that recur throughout Hale White‘s writing. One is his desire to
redeem Puritanism and more precisely Calvinism, at least in their original form, from their
reputation for narrow-mindedness and rigid esoteric doctrine. Bunyan‘s religion is perceived as dealing in the fundamentals of existence, of what being-in-the-world is actually
like. Characterizing the belief system of Zachariah Coleman, the sympathetic protagonist of
The Revolution in Tanner’s Lane (1887), who is an early-nineteenth-century Dissenter of the
old school, the narrator comments, ‗Even if Calvinism had been carved on tables of stone
and handed down from heaven by the Almighty Hand, it would not have lived if it had not
been found to agree more or less with the facts, and it was because it was a deduction from
what nobody can help seeing that it was so vital.‘8 Similarly, in the chapter in John Bunyan
on the major sermons including Doctrine of the Law and Grace Unfolded (1659), The Barren Fig-tree (1682) and The Heavenly Footman (published posthumously in 1698)—still a
compelling exposition of their content and force—we are told that the Calvinism of the Puritans was never ‗mere speculation‘, but a potent realization of humankind‘s striving for ‗a
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theory of the world and its government … by which we can live‘ (JB, 76).
This forward defence of Puritanism reaches its culmination near the end of the study of
Bunyan in an extended rebuttal of Matthew Arnold‘s famous charge against extreme Protestantism, in Culture and Anarchy (1869, revised 1875), of Philistinism, which Arnold set over
against the ‗sweetness and light‘ of the higher culture deriving from a classical education
and less strenuous forms of Christianity. Hale White at one point uses Arnold‘s own word,
‗sweetness‘, against him, claiming of Puritanism that ‗Whatever sweetness there may be in
England at the present moment is largely due to it‘ (JB, 246). The reference in this is to morality, the conduct of life which Puritanism founded upon the principle of absolute right and
wrong, of responsibility to ‗divine ordinance‘ (JB, 241). But it is nonetheless passionately
insisted that there was more to Puritanism, in its relations with God, with Heaven and Hell
and the Atonement, than the issue of doing right; we read in it, and pre-eminently in John
Bunyan, its ‗poet‘, ‗something greater, that is to say, … a certain class of experiences, incident not especially to the theologian … but to our common nature‘ (JB, 238).
In celebrating Puritanism and Bunyan himself in this way, getting beyond belief to intrinsic human relevance, Hale White is, somewhat paradoxically, participating in a secularizing process. In a section of The Autobiography of Mark Rutherford that is reminiscent of the
author‘s own disillusionment and ‗heresy‘ at the Dissenting College from which he was
eventually expelled, Mark describes how he reacted against the dead weight of formulaic
orthodoxy, a creed whose tenets circulated only as ‗communications from without, and not
as born from within‘, by seeking more vital meanings, for example seeing the Atonement of
Christ as a ‗sublime summing up … of what sublime men have to do for their race‘, an
‗exemplification, rather than a contradiction, of Nature herself‘ (AMR, 25-26). This passage
could be said to associate Hale White, who is evidently in sympathy with the young Mark,
with the Religion of Humanity, the movement which, above all through the philosophy of
Auguste Comte and Feuerbach‘s Essence of Christianity, worked to demolish the supernatural elements of Christianity so as to release the humanistic values and goals so long shrouded
in their mystery—shifting, that is, from the guiding conviction that ‗God is love‘ to that of
‗Love—for one‘s fellow men and women—is God‘.
Yet Hale White could never quite relinquish religious sensibility, and what the passage
more accurately shows is the transforming of logos, inviolable text and truth, into—to adopt
a sentence from the study of Bunyan at a point where Hale White is talking about Bunyan‘s
use of the Bible—instruction in ‗the art of living, the only education of much account‘ (JB,
236-37). It is a short reverse step from this to an understanding of literature as a secular
scripture, which is an apt designation of the nature and function of much of Hale White‘s
own writing. There is much in the Autobiography that at an obvious level offers tuition in
the ‗art of living‘—Miss Arbour‘s cautionary tale of the repercussions of a hasty and illjudged marriage, say, or the odd discursive segment on the courage needed to give up alcohol, even a regular half-bottle of claret—but these parables are the basic side, the bare bones,
of Hale White‘s evaluative interest in ‗the experience of life‘. It is to subtler examples that
we must go, beginning with The Revolution in Tanner’s Lane, and with a sermon by a Calvinist preacher and a psychodrama that contains sustained reference to Bunyan.
*
In chapter 7 of The Revolution in Tanner’s Lane, which is set back in the early nineteenth century, we are given a verbatim account of an address by the Reverend Thomas
Bradshaw of Pike Street Meeting-house in London This is arguably the most absorbing sermon in the whole of literature in English, its only rival in intensity (of a very different kind)
being the hell-fire diatribe against sin preached to Stephen and his classmates in James
Joyce‘s Portrait of the Artist. There are in fact three featured sermons in Hale White‘s
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novel, charting in their divergence that attenuation of the Nonconformist spirit that the book
more widely chronicles: Bradshaw‘s, with its tremendous zeal and logic in expounding
God‘s unimpeachable Word and purposes; one by a Lancashire Methodist, Arminian in persuasion [believing that grace is available to all], which, though exciting, never touches upon
the inner life, and constitutes a brilliant theatrical performance as, picturing God‘s efforts to
save a soul, the preacher leans over the pulpit first to draw one up with a cord, then to find it
slip agonizingly away; and finally that which the aptly-named trainee Independent minister
Thomas Broad is advised by his mentor to present, which does nothing more than pay lipservice to the notion of sin and the scheme of salvation—‗There is no mystery in that; everybody can understand it‘ [RTL, 235].) Bradshaw‘s text is the story in Judges (11-13) of Jephthah, who vowed that, should he be victorious over the Ammonites, he would sacrifice to
God in thanksgiving whoever first came out to welcome him home. Returning in triumph,
he is greeted by his only daughter: ‗―She was his only child: beside her he had neither son
nor daughter‖‘ (RTL, 85). Ironically enough in the light of Hale White‘s subsequent criticism of Matthew Arnold‘s ‗wild talk‘ (JB, 239), this is very like an Arnoldian ‗touchstone‘,
the affective image or utterance that catches life in a symbolic attitude and deepens our response to the human condition. Bradshaw comments appropriately: ‗The inspired writer
leaves the fact just as it stands, and is content. Inspiration itself can do nothing to make it
more touching than it is in its own bare nakedness.‘ Turning squarely to the situation of
Jephthah himself, he produces a moving formulation of his own: ‗What is victory, what are
triumphal arches and the praise of all creation to a lonely man? To be sure, if God elects
you, He elects you to suffering‘ (RTL, 87).
Inscribed in Jephthah‘s position is both the tragedy of loss and the heroism of resignation. These themes, we may note, have ample presence in Bunyan—as when, telling of his
imprisonment for unlicensed preaching in his spiritual autobiography Grace Abounding to
the Chief of Sinners (1666), he describes the excruciating demands laid upon him by his
faith:
The parting with my Wife and poor Children hath often been to me in
this place as the pulling of the flesh from my bones … especially my poor
blind Child, who … must be beaten, must beg, must suffer hunger, cold, nakedness … [Y]et thought I, I must do it, I must do it.9
Suffering is Hale White‘s principal theme. The episodes that he foregrounds and virtually anthologizes in his account of The Pilgrim’s Progress—the Slough of Despond, the
fight with Apollyon, the Valley of the Shadow of Death, Doubting Castle, and the River of
Death—bring repeatedly into focus the interplay of the individual‘s infinite vulnerability and
inexhaustible strength. In his own writings this configuration of being-in-the-world is not
only transferred to modern contexts but is carried into ordinary emotional circumstance.
Zachariah Coleman‘s great trial—the cross he must always bear— is his loveless marriage:
There was to be no joy in his life? Then he would be satisfied if it were
tolerable, and he strove to dismiss all his dreams and do his best with what
lay before him. Oh, my hero! … [T]he divinest heroism is not that of the
man who, holding life cheap, puts his back against a wall, and is shot by Government soldiers, assured that he will live ever afterwards as a martyr and
saint: a diviner heroism is that of the poor printer, who, in dingy, smoky Rosoman Street, Clerkenwell, with forty years before him, determined to live
through them, as far as he could, without a murmur, although there was to be
no pleasure in them. A diviner heroism is this, but divinest of all, is that of
him who can in these days do what Zachariah did, and without Zachariah‘s
faith. (RTL, 24)
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There is an interesting moment later, when Zachariah, much affected by Bradshaw‘s
Jephthah sermon, cannot resist the thought of questioning God‘s decree in subjecting him to
his torment but curses himself for permitting the complaint, believing it to be a sin, and the
narrator comments, ‗Poor wretch! He thought he was struggling with his weakness; but he
was in reality struggling against his own strength‘ (RTL, 91). For a space the text as it were
turns against the predestinarian rigour of Calvinism, commending the rebellious protest of
Zachariah‘s heart and mind. Yet Hale White more commonly keeps imaginative faith with
his heritage and its ways of comprehending humanity‘s weaknesses and resilience. When
Zachariah, on the run in Manchester because of his radical politics, faces the ‗infinite abyss‘
of despair not only is his predicament cast in the form of the Valley of the Shadow of Death
but Bunyan‘s ‗immortal Progress‘ becomes an ingredient in his story, supplying him with
two of the most potent weapons in the armoury of the Puritan pilgrim, the consolations of
memory or lessons of the past and the support of the Word (both succinctly illustrated by
Christian‘s breaking out of the dungeon of Giant Despair by remembering a ‗key in my
bosom, called Promise‘, that is the scriptural texts—notably 2 Corinthians 12. 9 and John 6.
35—giving reassurance of God‘s redemptive grace towards the elect).10 As Christian had
rested upon the Bible, so does Zachariah upon The Pilgrim’s Progress, which in any case
incorporates the Word:
He remembered that quagmire … into which, if even a good man falls, he
can find no bottom; he remembered that gloom so profound ‗that oftentimes,
when he lifted up his foot to set forward, he knew not where or upon what he
should set it next‘; he remembered the flame and smoke, the sparks and hideous noises, the things that cared not for Christian‘s sword … ; he remembered
the voice of a man going before, saying, ‗Though I walk through the valley of
the shadow of death I will fear none ill, for Thou art with me.‘ Lastly, he remembered that by and by the day broke, and Christian cried, ‗He hath turned
the shadow of death into the morning.‘ (RTL, 115)
The fiends neither of Hell nor of hell-on-earth care for the sword, but words see them
off—as they so decisively do in the fight with Apollyon, the monster that is both devil and
the shadow side of Christian‘s own psyche, where the physical weapon transforms before
our eyes into a quotation, as the beleaguered pilgrim ‗nimbly reached out his hand for his
sword, and caught it, saying ―Rejoice not against me, O mine enemy! When I fall I shall
arise,‖ and with that [italics mine] gave him a deadly thrust‘ (PP, 94).
Elsewhere in Bunyan there is heroism of an order other than this continuous battling:
what we may call the heroism of dynamic aspiration, of which, as Hale White‘s synopsis
shows, the magnificent sermon on The Heavenly Footman is the supreme expression, with
its repeated exhortation of ‗So run, that ye may obtain‘—obtain, of course, salvation after
death. There is no running for Hale White or his protagonists, except on occasion, as we
shall see, running away from something. Their characteristic posture is hanging on, digging
in, just getting along. In the Autobiography and Mark Rutherford’s Deliverance (1885), its
sequel, Mark certainly changes; but does he, or his creator, truly make any progress in their
lives or thinking?
*
There is a reference to the Valley of the Shadow in the Autobiography, when Mark, at
his lowest ebb, thinks wistfully of God‘s ‗pure love‘ (AMR, 139) that had rescued Christian
from the jaws of Death. The precursor for the Autobiography, however, is Bunyan‘s spiri-
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tual autobiography, Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners. Where Bunyan narrates the
process of his conversion, from sinfulness to a state of grace, the Autobiography is the narrative of a deconversion, a history based upon and elaborating Hale White‘s own.
In his exposition of Grace Abounding in the study of Bunyan, Hale White had lingered
over the segment unfolding the psychomachia, or mental conflict, that had gripped the unregenerate Bunyan for many months where opposing texts had fought it out in his head, one
seeming to confirm his damnation—that about Esau finding ‗no place of repentance‘ after
selling his birthright—and one, which ultimately prevails, promising salvation—that about
the ‗arms of grace‘ being open. This is a terrifying case of monomania, involving prolonged
assault by verbal automatisms. There is something of this in the Autobiography: Rutherford, for example, describes his preoccupation with ‗death and immortality‘, or rather with
the problem of futility arising from loss of belief in the latter (‗Why this ceaseless struggle, if
in a few short years I was to be asleep for ever?‘), as one of the ‗ideas that would frequently
lay hold of me with such relentless tenacity that I was passive in their grasp‘ (AMR, 90).
Rutherford‘s brain as it were becomes a site where pressing issues of an epoch of cultural
unsettlement and change take root, another being that of how far, if at all, moral and even
aesthetic discrimination can be possible without the supernatural measure of the higher good
and the higher purpose, where Rutherford‘s considerations are second in force only to those
of W.H. Mallock‘s great discourse Is Life Worth Living? (1880) in putting the case against
the Positivist reformers‘—that is, atheistic moralists‘—dream of a world of ‗shadowless
light‘, ‗objectless‘ and bereft alike of pain and the ‗mystery‘ of grandeur and glory (AMR,
100-1).11
But the seam of mind-debate that runs through the Autobiography takes more centrally
another form, and one that is reminiscent, rather, of The Pilgrim’s Progress. Some of the
characters of The Pilgrim’s Progress are Christian‘s helpers (Help, Evangelist, Interpreter),
some antagonists and seducers representing attitudes that he must fend off and transcend
(Worldly-Wiseman, Talkative, Atheist, and the rest). Edward Gibbon Mardon in the Autobiography is at once Rutherford‘s friend and his enemy. Rationalist and unbeliever, he is
Rutherford‘s double, a projection of inclinations that Mark can neither acknowledge in himself nor altogether suppress. Names are important indicators of type and function in Bunyan‘s allegory. Hale White too uses this device. Mardon‘s first and middle names link him
to traditions of scepticism in matters of religion (the reference, needless to say, is to the author of The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire), while, more intriguingly, ‗Mardon‘ itself both suggests the act of ‗spoiling‘ and is an anagram of ‗random‘, signifying the threat
of disfigurement and chaos that he, or more properly the ideas he epitomizes, pose to Rutherford‘s intellectual and emotional life.
The mixture of attraction and fear that Rutherford feels towards Mardon is brought out
forcibly at the opening of chapter 5: ‗I rather dreaded him. I could not resist him, and I
shrank from what I saw to be inevitably true when I talked to him‘ (AMR, 65). There is a
further indication of Mardon‘s status as an embodiment of Rutherford‘s own deepening
doubt in questions of faith when the latter lets slip that ‗I knew very well what he thought …
and what he would tell me to do, or rather, what he would tell me not to do‘ (AMR 102). But
inside knowledge does necessarily mean easy negotiations. The motifs Rutherford employs
to describe Mardon‘s effect upon him indicate various degrees of active assault: the
‗sledgehammer‘ blows of Mardon‘s early criticism of Rutherford‘s attempt to hold on to the
‗Christ-idea‘ whether or not it was ever incarnated, which leaves Rutherford ‗stunned, bewildered‘ (AMR, 60); the subtler onslaught, a sort of wizardry, suggested by Rutherford‘s talk
of the painful ‗dissolution of Jesus into mythological vapour‘ when he outlines a more advanced stage in this querying of the efficacy of a humanistic ideal as opposed to a sacred
truth (AMR, 64). Even more horrifying than being bashed or practised upon, perhaps, would
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be the ‗relentless process of excavation‘ (AMR, 65)—a gradual hollowing-out from within—
which is Rutherford‘s longer-term fate.
Mark reaches his nadir of emptiness when he runs for very life (remember and contrast
the heavenly footman running for the prize) from the utter loneliness he comes to experience
when he takes a job at a small school after renouncing his ministry among the Unitarians.
Confined in his attic bedroom on his first night, he looks out over the urban landscape:
There were scattered lights here and there marking roads, but as they
crossed one another, and now and then stopped where building had ceased,
the effect they produced was that of bewilderment with no clue to it. Further
off was the great light of London, like some unnatural dawn, or the illumination from a fire which could not itself be seen. I was overcome with the most
dreadful sense of loneliness. (AMR, 133-34)
There is an evocation in this of Christian‘s sight of the Celestial City near the end of The
Pilgrim’s Progress, where the streets are ‗paved with gold‘, Rutherford‘s blank depression
is an inversion of Bunyan‘s understanding of spiritual triumph. For Rutherford there is no
heaven, and the only hell is the ‗bottomless pit‘ of insanity, on the edge of which he staggers.
But this, of course, is not the end of Rutherford or of his autobiography, though it very
nearly is. In this text and its continuation, the Deliverance, are routes beyond the seeming
impasse—ways of carrying on. There is sophisticated occupational therapy, figured in another alter ego of Rutherford‘s, the butterfly catcher, whose mastery of lepidopteran science
brings, we may say, both diversion and the illusion of control over an aspect of the Creation,
of a God-likeness. More important is the well-known Spinozan and Wordsworthian pantheism in which Hale White took refuge, where the personal God is exchanged for One resident
in and spread throughout the universe. There is a trace of this philosophic stance in the passage with which the Deliverance ends, where Rutherford settles for a family and a day‘s outing away from the London fog:
We were beyond the smoke, which rested like a low black cloud over the
city in the north-east, reaching a third of the way up to the zenith … By moving a little towards the external edge of our canopy we beheld the plain spread
all out before us, bounded by the heights of Sussex and Hampshire. It was
veiled with the most tender blue, and above it was spread a sky which was
white on the horizon and deepened by degrees in azure over our heads. Marie
… wandered about looking for flowers and ferns, and was content. We were
all completely happy. We strained our eyes to see the furthest point before
us, and we tried to find it on the map we had brought with us … Rather did
summer dying in such fashion fill our hearts with repose, and even more than
repose—with actual joy.12
Christian in The Pilgrim’s Progress had peered into the distance to see ‗yonder shining
light‘ of faith, providential guidance, and the heavenly kingdom (PP, 41). On an altogether
smaller spiritual scale, Mark and his wife Ellen, straining to perceive the furthest point of the
landscape, take a transient ‗repose‘ and ‗joy‘ from the seasonal beauties of nature. The
Autobiography and Deliverance end, not in glory, but in mutuality and thankfulness for
small mercies. But this seems an apt prescription for the times—a practical existentialism.
*
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But Hale White did not rest with this frugal resolution to the question of how life could
be made worth living. W.H. Mallock, the opponent of Positivism whom we met earlier, argued that ‗positive thought reduces all religions to ideals created by man; and as such, not
only admits that they have had vast influence, but teaches us also that we in the future must
construct new ideals for ourselves.‘13 Hale White never did renounce the sense of life as a
spiritual drama and pursuit of salvation, and in Catharine Furze made trial of the sphere of
romantic love as a locus of personal and collective idealism. This story I have told before, 14
but I would like to reiterate a few points.
There is near the end of Catharine Furze an orthodox old-style conversion, when Orkid
Jim, saved from a flood by Tom Catchpole, the very man he has borne false witness against
and had exiled from his home, repents of his transgressions, finds the Lord ‗‘as saved my
body and soul this day‘, and becomes a preacher of God‘s Word in America (CF, 353-57).
The narrator attempts to disarm the potentially incredulous reader with a reminder that such
sudden transformations have been often witnessed and recorded in the past, not least by John
Bunyan; but the effect of this pleading is to throw into relief the made-up—fictional—nature
of the present example, and to throw into relief the book‘s preoccupation with other, authentically modern, ways of understanding being ‗saved‘.
In Catharine Furze the concept of salvation has floated free of its conventional religious
moorings and found locations elsewhere. Of these, love situations and erotic desire are the
most striking. Even the yearning of Tom, an ironmonger‘s assistant, for his boss‘s daughter,
Catharine, has about it some sense of a transcendent realm: ‗a universe in which other favoured souls are able to live … and yet its doors are closed to us, or, if sitting outside we
catch a glimpse of what is within, we have no power to utter a single sufficient word to acquaint anybody with what we have seen‘ (CF, 215). We may note the resemblance here to
the dreamer-narrator‘s brief glance into the Celestial City near the close of Part One of The
Pilgrim’s Progress: ‗Now, as the Gates were opened to let in the men, I looked in after
them; and behold, the City shone like the sun … and in [the streets] walked many men with
crowns on their heads, and palms in their hands … And after that, they shut up the Gates:
which when I had seen, I wished myself among them‘ (PP, 203-04). In modern times the
journey‘s end, completion, is not heaven but love between the man and the woman. When
Catharine rejects him, Tom responds with ‗you are the one person in the world able to save
me‘ (CF, 232: my italics).
But it is in the relationship between Catharine and Cardew, a married parson, that Eros
and the Spirit most intensely intertwine. This is how Catharine‘s (unacknowledged) love is
described: ‗It was through him the word was spoken to her, and he was the interpreter of the
new world to her. She was in love with him —but what is love? … Catharine‘s was the very
life of all that was Catharine, senses, heart, and intellect, a summing-up and projection of her
whole selfhood‘ (CF, 192). The spiritual dimension is signalled at once by the phrase ‗the
word‘. Catharine‘s first awakening, after she has heard Cardew preach at the church near
her boarding school, is cast in terms of natural process, as it might be ‗with some bud long
folded in darkness which … bares itself to the depths of its cup to the blue sky and the light‘
(CF, 115); but the merging of the physical and the inward, at the levels of release and longing, is plain, and the impression of some sort of conversion experience, suggested by the imagery of darkness and light, is reinforced by the fact that Cardew‘s sermon has been about
how Christ will ‗come to you in a shape it will not be easy to recognise‘ (CF, 113), and by
the subsequent exchange between the two on the Pauline theme of breaking out of death-inlife, ‗The body of this death‘ (CF, 118-20).
The love has no consummation. It almost does, in the climactic, or anticlimactic, scene
where the two meet in the meadow at the riverside, with the bridge in the background, symbolic of the crossing point in their lives: ‗She loved this man; it was a perilous moment: one
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symbolic of the crossing point in their lives: ‗She loved this man; it was a perilous moment:
one touch, a hair‘s breadth of oscillation, and the two would have been one‘ (CF, 179). There
is a clap of thunder, and the image of Mrs Cardew comes into Catharine‘s mind. The young
woman withdraws, later suffering the anguish of necessary renunciation against the answering
backdrop of a spectacular storm. Catharine falls ill from unfulfilled desire, but before she dies
there is another meeting with Cardew, where the text brings back into focus the theme of salvation, and also an issue which has been present in the previous encounter, the conflict between
the demands of nature and those of moral law. On her deathbed Catharine sends for Cardew:
‗Mr Cardew, I want to say something.‘
‗Wait a moment, let me tell you—you have saved me.‘
She smiled, her lips moved, and she whispered—you have saved me.‘
By their love for each other they were both saved. The disguises are manifold which the Immortal Son assumes in the work of our redemption. (CF, 365)
It is easy to explain how Catharine can be said to have ‗saved‘ Cardew. By not yielding
and by leaving him to discover the ‗unexplored excellence‘ (CF, 184) of his wife, she has rescued him from shame and from his ingrained egotism, and has led him to the active virtue of
caring for another. How Cardew has ‗saved‘ Catharine is harder to determine. The answer in
the long run must be that he has worked her ‗redemption‘ because, to quote from a passage we
have already touched upon, he opened up to her a ‗new world‘, unblocked ‗the flow of all her
force‘ (CF, 192-93). That the current is in the end fatally damned up makes no difference to its
intrinsic nature as an enhancement of her life. Neither does the strain in the writing, the disproportion between the religious formulations—‗Immortal Son‘—and their application to ordinary,
unmiraculous circumstance, obscure the seriousness of Hale White‘s radical interest in how in
his day salvation might come.
Finally, however, in reading this passage we are left with mixed feelings and an unresolved
tension. We approve on the one hand the sacrifice Catharine has made and Cardew‘s, and Mrs
Cardew‘s, gain from it—approve, that is, the application of a guiding principle. On the other,
we feel for Catharine in the premature terminus to her existence, the denial of her natural self
that has, whatever her consolation and quiet resignation, destroyed her. Hale White‘s imagination produces an ineluctably twofold effect, proceeding equally by the light of nature and by the
light of duty, or, if we might put it so, by the light of the given Word. It is with this duality that
I wish to conclude, by going back to Hale White‘s views on Bunyan and to a famous passage
from Bunyan himself.
*
At the very end of John Bunyan Hale White follows a particularly fierce defence of Puritanism with a sudden concession that there is something which it lacks:
It is the most distinct, energetic, and salutary movement in our history, and
no other religion has surpassed it in preaching the truths by which men and nations must exist. Nevertheless we need Shakespeare as well as Bunyan, and oscillate between the Pilgrim’s Progress and As you like it. We cannot bring ourselves into a unity. The time is yet to come when we shall live by a faith which
is a harmony of all our faculties. (JB, 250)
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This seems to say that there is a light-hearted, relaxed, outgoing, gracefully humane side to
us which The Pilgrim’s Progress, in all its high seriousness, does not cater for– which it
does not reflect or satisfy. Fair enough. Yet the mention of Shakespeare must prompt us to
ask if Hale Whit has really got the full measure of the complexity and richness of Bunyan‘s
creativity and response to life. At the conclusion of The Pilgrim’s Progress Christian and
Hopeful enter the Celestial City in triumph. Then Ignorance approaches to claim admit-

When he was come up to the Gate he looked up to the writing that was above, and then
began to knock, supposing that entrance should have been quickly administered to him.
But he was asked by the men that looked over the top of the Gate, ‗Whence came you, and
what would you have?‘ He answered, ‗I have eat and drank in the presence of the King, and
he has taught in our streets.‘ Then they asked him for his certificate, that they might go in
and show it to the King. So he fumbled in his bosom for one and found none. Then said
they, ‗Have you none?‘ But the man answered never a word. So they told the King, but he
would not come down to see him; but commanded the two Shining Ones that conducted
Christian and Hopeful to the City to go out and take Ignorance and bind him hand and foot,
and have him away. Then they took him up, and carried him through the air to the door that
I saw in the side of the hill, and put him in there. Then I saw that there was a way to Hell,
even from the Gates of Heaven, as well as from the City of Destruction. (PP, 204-05)

This can be read in two ways. The one is according to faith and to doctrine. In consigning
Ignorance to Hell, Bunyan adheres to the Calvinist scheme of predestination. Ignorance is
a reprobate who must be cast into Hell; he has no ‗certificate‘, which means that he is not
of those elected to salvation, though it is true at the same time that he has been a model of
irresponsibility towards the state of his soul, and has earned no spiritual credentials. Bunyan the writer might say with Bunyan the prisoner separated from his family, ‗I must do it,
I must do it.‘ Yet, in the afterlife of the text, we cannot but read the episode, and indeed
much of The Pilgrim’s Progress, also according to nature and our humanity. There is an
arresting pathos in that image of Ignorance fumbling for his certificate and in the silence—
‗But the man answered never a word‘—that speaks volumes of his helplessness. We may
note the use of the phrase ‗the man‘, not ‗hypocrite‘ or ‗devil‘, which presses us to connect
in sympathy with Ignorance‘s predicament. Ironically, Ignorance has been granted an immortality in our hearts and minds even as he is cast away. Hale White brings in Shakespeare to point the limitations of Bunyan‘s vision; yet it is possible to turn the contrast into
a connection that serves the recognition of Bunyan‘s greatness if we point out that Bunyan
gives as much of an enduring life to an Ignorance damned as to a Christian saved. His
imagination in The Pilgrim’s Progress at once includes and outstrips the imperatives of his
religion and its tenets, and for this reason the book has lasted.
There is a last point worth making. Hale White, we recall, explaining how to value
Bunyan, directs attention beyond his religio-theological assumptions, which are no longer
generally assumed, to ‗the experience of life‘ represented in and encouraged by his Puritanism. Mutatis mutandis, by rendering ‗the experience of life‘ of his religion so powerfully
and comprehensively—as in the drama of Ignorance‘s damnation—Bunyan inevitably
loosened the hold of dogma itself. Hale White did not see that, like himself but against
rather than with the grain of unbelief, Bunyan played a part in a secularizing process, the
long march of deconversion.
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Forebears and Ramifications
By Clyde Binfield
Professor Clyde Binfield gave a lecture to Bunyan Meeting on Thursday 25th
May 2006 in which a considerable section was devoted to Mark Rutherford. The
lecture was essentially about dissent in Bedford and the section on Mark Rutherford is of interest to us. The full lecture runs to some 10 pages and can be sent to
anyone who would like to see it all.
And here I want to consider a novelist Mark Rutherford and two of Victorian
Bedford‘s ministerial families, the Jukeses and the Browns.
Mark Rutherford is one of the choicest, most surprising , of Victorian novelists.
He has never ceased to be highly regarded—the way he wrote uncannily enhancing
what he wrote—and he has never succeeded in being popular , or well known. His
novels were published between 1881 and 1896. They explore, however, mentalities
of his earlier years, the 1840s and 1850s and the best known goes back to the early
years of the century. They are about love, and despair, and marital disharmony, and
faith, and doubt, and ill health. They are set relentlessly in a lower-middle-class
world, mental arts-men lacing the abyss, their wives touching the skirts of a supposedly richer world. It is a small-town provincial world—its Cowfold and Easthorpe interchangeable with Bedford—which is sucked onto small scale shopkeepers, of Calvinism atrophied as in decay, of convention in tension with irrepressible
inspiration, of each novel, is the author‘s insistent Puritanism. His Puritanism is
sharply condemnatory of what he has moved away from, and now witnesses
against. But it was formed by what he has moved away from: and it retains life.
Who was Mark Rutherford? His real name was William Hale White (1831—1913).
Born Bedford, reared Old Meeting, intended, indeed trained , for the Congregational ministry. He was well-earthed in provincial Nonconformity. His mother,
Mark Anne Chigwell, came from a family of Colchester Congregationalists, and he
had an older cousin, William Chigwell, who also entered the ministry. His father,
William White (1807—1882) , was a copy-book Dissenter, a mental arts-man of
purest essence: a high Street printer and stationer, who was a trustee of Old Meeting by 1835, then a deacon, and Sunday School Superintendent for a decade from
1840. He was the man who presented the stone layer of the present building with
his silver trowel in May 1849; who arranged for the Sunday School children to
leave for their own service during the main morning service (a very suggestive
foretaste of the Children‘s Church concept of the following century). He was also a
prominent Radical, with a reputation as a fine orator; by 1850 he was one of Bedford‘s public men. Then the pace of his life changed . He remained a Bunyan trustee but he moved to London and from 1854 was a notable figure at Westminster,
not indeed as MP or politician but a Doorkeeper of the House of Commons. That
was paradise for a trained and shrewd observer, and his collected journalistic essays, The Inner Life of the House of Commons are now regarded as a classic insight into Victorian Westminster.
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William White‘s move had coincided with crisis in his son‘s life.
William Hale White promised well in all respects. In his early teens he took a boy's class in
the Sunday School of which his father was superintendent. It appeared that he was designed
for the Congregational ministry, for which he trained first at Cheshunt College, Hertfordshire, and then at the newly opened New College, St. John‘s Wood, N. London. New College was a fine building, alas vanished, with a fine, if complicated, pre-history and a fine
academic staff, including men of some real distinction. Its Principal, John Harris, certainly
had a fine reputation: he still lives through his hymn ‖Light up this house with glory Lord‖.
White junior, however, got across him. He developed ―views‖ He was expelled. White senior felt that their Bedford pastor, John Jukes, had failed to vouch for the young man: the
safety-first pomposity of mid-century Congregationalism suddenly became suffocating to
father and son. For a while Hale White floundered. He thought of school mastering, but
barely lasted two days at it; he took preaching engagements here and there, chiefly in Victorian chapels, but he found their supposedly enlightened reason as hidebound as the Congregationalists‘ decadent, desiccated, yet strait-jacketed Calvinism. He slipped away from organised church life. He entered the publishing office of an intellectual political journal. Finally he became a civil servant—one of the backroom boys anonymously modernising the
nation‘s administrative mechanisms as England adjusted itself to being the worlds first urban, industrial, in that sense modern nation. Hale White entered the British civil service just
as that development became as statistically proven and known fact. From 1854 he was a
clerk at Somerset House, in the office of the Registrar General: briefly he was Marylebone‘s
Registrar of Births, Marriages and Deaths; and from 1858 to 1892 he was at the Admiralty,
becoming Assistant Director (frequently indeed, Acting director) of contracts. In secular
terms he was a quiet success story—retiring on a pension to the best part of the Weald of
Kent and Sussex, not far from Tunbridge Wells as a senior civil servant, almost, perhaps, a
mandarin. His family were upwardly mobile—his eldest son became a medical knight. And
he had two, perhaps three parallel intellectual lives. By all accounts an efficient, quietly innovative civil servant, he was also a keen astronomer, a highly regarded literary critic, reviewer and writer, noted for his work on Wordsworth the poet, and Spinoza the philosopher.
And he was a novelist—that though less widely known , was something of an open secret.
Although he never admitted it in so many words, he wrote under the name of Mark Rutherford. In his mixed-up days back in the 1850s he had come to know and like George Eliot.
People discerned a similar quality of internalised realism in his writing.
What else? He was twice married. His first wife, Harriet Arthur, was a delicate, accomplished Londoner, like him from a Congregational background. There may have been some
temperamental, perhaps intellectual incompatitibility between them—theirs, it seems , was a
shadowed yet close-knit home life, and it was inevitably shadowed by her progressive MS:
she died in 1891, at the point of his retirement. In 1911, however, he remarried—a tall, jolly
hockey-sticks, apparently extrovert Anglican, forty-six years his junior: they had met because of a novel she had published. I have not read her novels: her first, Miss Mona has been
called ―possibly a masterpiece‖, her third and last, Isabel, I note was published by Mills and
Boon. Anyway, they met: it was love at first sight. Their marriage, though brief, against all
odds was happy—the knots and angles of a very complicated male personality were
smoothed out by a police-magistrate‘s daughter, ―famed in her county as a demon over-arm
bowler in and era of lobs and long skirts‖. That comes from her obituary in The Times.
Dorothy Hale White died in 1967, well within this audience‘s living memory. Her husband
had known—and known well—George Eliot. Her father-in-law, whom she never met, had
been born in 1807, still, if only just, the England of Pitt and Fox. Literature had brought
them together and in her husband‘s case the motor of that literature had been the faith that
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had been instilled into him in at Bedford‘s Old Meeting, whose contemporary externals
he rejected, yet whose essence never left him: to the end of his life he remained a Puritan,
formed by the language and mindset of Bunyan, an acute and continuing explorer and expositor of Scripture. A point and query remain before I return to what he wrote.
Mr query is this: suppose he had stayed the course as a Congregational minister in good
standing, would we now be remembering him? How would we be remembering? Was his
loss to the ministry in fact a wider gain to ministry?
My point concerns his temperament. He had much if a good minister‘s equipment —
spiritual insight, intellectual depth, an acute understanding of the human predicament, an
ability to join sentences and sentiments together, to shape them, and communicate them,
and a degree of administrative ability. But his novels reveal a sense of reality relentlessly
shadowed by gloom, by apparent hopelessness and pessimism. One must always recall
that fiction is shaped, artificial; but then so, in differing ways, is history. White's Bedford
life is recreated in novels. Even so it is his personality which is laid bare.
What are we to make of it?
Rutherford has a gift for accurate impressionism: his description are not minute, but the
hit the nails on the head—there is always the telling detail to quote briskly from. His descriptions which can only be Bedford, and its Old Meeting; of such parts of London as
Pentonville or Kentish Town of the emotions aroused by an intensely , unique happy outing to the seaside; of chapel personalities, from deacons‘ wives to intelligent women who
fit no category stay in the mind as memorable until you try to identify what precisely
makes them so memorable.
This evening, however, I will concentrate on his portraits of Congregational ministers—
Thomas Bradshaw, John and Thomas Broad, James Harden. Bradshaw is an amalgam of
Thomas Binney, minister of King‘s Weigh House in London, who still might mean something to us because of his hymn Eternal Light, and Caleb Morris, the brilliant moody minister of Fetter Lane, and later at Ecclestone Square, also in London. We‘ll focus on Bradshaw; he, with the Broads, father and son, are prime figures on Rutherford‘s most accessible novel, The Revolution in Tanner’s Lane.
P.94 ―The Reverend Thomas Bradshaw …. With the world outside‖.
95 ―His discourses were remarkably strong...to p 96 to 101. pp. 104—7. (see T. Fisher
Unwin Edition ).
These extracts convey something of the powerful reality of which the Calvinistic turn of
mind was capable. It could be inspirational. It could stir the soul. It could find room in
desperation for hope. There was a sinew to it which was nation forming. Neither John nor
Thomas Broad possessed that sinew. John Broad was minister of Tanner‘s Lane, Cowfold. Cowfold, you should remember, before the railway revolution got to it ―was not a
town properly speaking, but the country a little thickened and congested‖
Quote: pp 252—258.
So it is decided—off to college he goes, and what he makes of it we can glean soon
enough. pp. 282—4)
Thus has evangelical religion declined and dried: and the unpleasant Thomas Broad has a
great decline and fall ahead of him. That cannot be our concern here, but we have one
more call to make on “The Revolution in Tanner’s Lane.” Thomas Broad has vanished,
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John Broad has died, and great changes are afoot. For a start there is a new minister. A
very new minister. He is given no name, but it is he who brings about the Revolution in
Tanner’s Lane. (pp. 386-7)
It is generally accepted that Cowfold is Bedford, Tanner‘s Lane is Bunyan Meeting,
James Harden is Samuel Hillyard (minister 1790-1839), and John Broad is John Jukes
(minister 1840-1866).
Certainly Rutherford‘s description of Broad fits surviving portraits of Jukes. You can see
him in Tibbutt‘s 1950 History. And certainly Jukes lacked genius. And certainly too Mrs
Jukes was a good catch for a minister‘s wife, not indeed herself a minister‘s daughter, but
the daughter of a successful London medical man. But Jukes himself stayed the course: it
was in his time, after all, that the meeting was rebuilt; and when he died had 420 members. And for many years he did indeed train men for the ministry and the mission field,
but if his colleague, Howard Chapel‘s minister , was remembered by his students as a better lecturer, their course turned out some truly famous missionary names: and John Jukes
faced (as most do) adversity: his wife died suddenly on her way to church in 1851; his
second daughter died in her teens on her way home from school of a ―rapid consumption
following influenza‖ and his younger brother Edward, who also was a Congregational
minister and a pretty useful citizen, in those rocky 1850s was himself accused a doctrinal
unorthodoxy. And there was his son, John Griffith Jukes. And yes, he was a congregational minister too-but was he in any sense Thomas Broad? I would have to know more
about that, for J.G.Jukes died three years before Tanner’s Lane was published. But as yet
all I know about him comes from his official obituary. For he lasted the course as a congregational minister. He entered college aged seventeen. His ministry began aged twentytwo; perhaps it was a coincidence that his first church was in London, at New Broad
Street; he married in his early twenties; and a prime influence on him had been his
mother. But what are we to make of the overall assessment? None on his pastorates was
easy; his preaching was painstaking: ―No clap-trap, no popularity hunting, nothing of a
meretricious kind entered into his ministry. All was chaste, sober, solid; and therefore,
though he was run after by no crowds, he was esteemed by the thoughtful, devout, and
spiritual. His ministry was instructive and edifying, and many were indebted to him for
the best that was in them...Like His Master he was occasionally misunderstood, but he
made his account with this and went straight on at all costs with what he conceived to be
just. From that time nothing and no one could divert him.‖
Such obituaries require some reading between the lines: most ministers do not set
the Thames on fire, this one certainly did not, and perhaps it is enough to remind ourselves that the writer of this obituary was, after all, neither William Hale White, nor Mark
Rutherford.
Mark Rutherford gave no name to the minister who turned Tanner‘s Lane into
Latimer Chapel but there can be little doubt that he had John Brown in mind.
John Brown was Bunyan Meeting‘s great Victorian minister. He was as unlike John Jukes
as could be-but we should remember that he came as Jukes‘s co-pastor, a notoriously difficult role for a young man to play at the end of an older man‘s pastorate: that it worked is
to the credit of both men….
John Brown was Mark Rutherford‘s contemporary, as suited—in the best sense—for the
Congregational ministry as Rutherford was unsuited for it.
Clyde Binfield’s lecture then moved on to another topic.
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The authorial voice in The Autobiography of Mark Rutherford, 1881.
by Nick Wilde
The Autobiography of Mark Rutherford is a fictional autobiography loosely based on the
life of its real author William Hale White.
It begins with a preface by the supposed editor, Reuben Shapcott, who, having re-read the
book after some years describes Rutherford as ―an example of the danger and folly of cultivating thoughts and reading books to which he was not equal, and which tend to make a
man lonely.‖ He goes on to explain that we should not do this. A rather morbid poem follows which contains the verse:
―For I was ever commonplace,
Of genius never had a trace
My thoughts the world has never fed,
Mere echoes of the book last read.‖
The novel itself begins with a chapter called Childhood with these words: ―Now that I
have completed my autobiography up to the present year I sometimes doubt whether it is
right to publish it. Of what use is it, many persons will say, to present to the world what is
mainly a record of weakness and failures?‖
The fictional device is to write a spiritual autobiography based loosely on a real life which
displays the influence on the author of real people and literary texts.
William Hale White while working as a civil servant, wrote as a London correspondent for
two or three provincial newspapers. He also translated Spinoza‘s Ethic into English and
wrote works on Wordsworth and Coleridge.
The depressing opening of the Autobiography leads on to record a tale of an unexciting
education followed by failure and expulsion from a theological college. Then he comes
upon Wordsworth‘s Lyrical Ballads which had a startling effect on him lifting him, for a
while, from his depression.
Within the text of the Autobiography , characters largely drawn from real life, appear, but
disguised, serve to show various religious positions and philosophical views. Two examples are clear which show how the device of changing slightly what later scholars have
found to be real people. Mr Snale is a deacon at the church where Mark Rutherford
preaches, an invidious, disagreeable man who causes much distress in his attitude to the
texts upon which Rutherford bases his sermons. Then there is Theresa with whom Mark
Rutherford is fascinated ―A constant study to me‖ who is modelled on Marian Evans
(George Eliot) with whom William Hale White worked as a young man.
As the author of the book Mark Rutherford addresses the reader directly, on occasions, not
so much to tell a story, but to say what he thinks about various topics. The real author, the
real William Hale White, has invented a new fictional author. The imagined author, Mark
Rutherford, is dead, indeed, was probably dead at the time of publication.
So the text existed to be found with a true lack of authorship since on publication, and indeed until the late 1890‘s the true authorship was hidden.
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As the Autobiography draws to an end the fictional editor returns to say that there is more to
the manuscript but ―my search for it may be in vain.‖ He reveals what a good friend Mark
Rutherford had been to him. In fact, a few years later in The Deliverance (1885) Mark Rutherford appears to complete the story.
William Hale White went on to write four more novels but all were published under the authorial statement ―By the author of Mark Rutherford edited by his friend Reuben Shapcott.‖
They are real novels in the sense that they are not based on his life though they draw heavily
on his childhood, his home town, Bedford, and later experiences. Towards the end of his life
he wrote a short book ―The Early life of Mark Rutherford.” which purports to put right some
of the fictional diversions.
The author‘s voice is an invented voice. Is the author the fictional Mark Rutherford or the
real William Hale White? Since he has invented himself as author did the real author ever
live? It seems to me that the author is dead in every sense, dead because he is invented,
imagined or whatever. However the text still stands on its own. It is open to interpretation by
the reader. Some will think that, and find that the text does not speak to them in any way.
Others, like me, will find an increasing fascination with the text and with the author who becomes a friend, someone whom one wants to learn more about and whom one identifies
with.
One wonders whether Mark Rutherford is an early example of what Roland Barthes calls
―The Death of the Author‖ (1968) * . As I understand it part of this is that once the words
have gone down on the page they cease to be the responsibility of the writer. ― Writing is
that neutral, composite, oblique space where our subject slips away, the negative where all
identity is lost, starting with the very identity of the body writing.‖ The novel exists in its
own right. Our interpretation of the novel is through the understanding that the reader brings
to it. In Mark Rutherford‘s case we have the writings of a deeply philosophical man who
share‘s many of the doubts of his age which he has interpreted by sifting them through the
spiritual experiences of his invented self. ―The Author, when believed in, is always conceived of as the past of his own book: book and author stand automatically on a single line
divided into a before and an after. The Author is thought to nourish the book, which is to say
that he exists before it, thinks, suffers, lives for it, is in the same relation of antecedence to
his work as a father to his child.‖
Often writers say that the story writes itself, some meticulously plan their novels but other
start with the blank page and a few ideas. In the case of Mark Rutherford, William Hale
White, the plan was their in the shadow of his own life but the detail developed itself
through the inventiveness of the word on the page. The reader completes the picture. No
book is complete until read by the reader.
* Barthes, Roland. Image – music – text, essays selected and translated by Stephen Heath.
Hill and Wang/ New York 1977.
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Edmund Gosse on Mark Rutherford
– copied from the Morning Post Nov 14 1910
PAGES FROM A JOURNAL. By Mark Rutherford. Second edition 4s. 6d. net. Oxford
University Press.
MORE PAGES FROM A JOURNAL. WITH OTHER PAPERS. By Mark Rutherford.
4s. 6d. net. Oxford University Press.
It is probable that the somewhat mysterious author who calls himself ―Mark Rutherford‖
has more admirers than he is aware of. He has held himself resolutely aloof from the literary life of his time, and, so far as we are aware, has never revealed his identity, nor given
any particulars of his career. He did not begin to publish books until 1881, but it would be
a mistake to suppose him a member of a generation which was then young. One of the
volumes before us throws a ray of light on the subject. Early in 1850 ―Mark Rutherford‖
wrote a letter to Carlyle, and received a long reply. We are, therefore, to suppose that the
author of ―The Revolution in Tanner‘s Lane‖ is at least eighty years of age to-day, and , if
so, he is manifestly the Nestor of living English letters. If this be the case it is plain that
the honours due to his very pure, original, and pleasing talent have been by some accident
withheld. It is no credit to our critical taste that we should make so much of certain glaring scribblers and so little of ―Mark Rutherford‖.
We do not know, we cannot even guess, what gave its bias to the temperament and character of the author. But we can see him a belated Jacobin of the school of 1794, so long
belated, indeed, as by a superhuman stretch of fingers to connect the French Convention
with the Socialist leaders of to-day. The sansculottism of ―Mark Rutherford‖ is mingled
with and alleviated by various elements which scarcely entered into the mind of a man
like Thomas Paine. It is the rebellion of nonconformity, the breakdown of Church-andState privileges, modified by a great gentleness and patience in the carrying out of these
ideas, which give peculiar interest to the novels. This is combined, as it was in his Jacobin
predecessors, with an extreme pity for, the poor and weak, often expressed even with exaggeration, as, indeed, it was in the famous ―Gaffer Grey‖ of Holcroft, whose:
The poor man alone, when he hears the poor moan,
Of his morsel a morsel will give, well-a-day!
became almost the ―Marseillaise‖ of English revolution a century ago. He has made a
curious examination of the pain which people, otherwise well-meaning, are so ingenious
in inflicting upon one another. He had the intimate knowledge of orthodoxy and a warm
sympathy for heretics.
These qualities, with one or two others which must presently be mentioned, are discovered in the two volumes before us. The ―Pages from a Journal‖ appeared
in 1900. (It has taken ten years to disperse an edition of it!) ―More Pages‖ is entirely new.
In these books we must sadly accept, no doubt, the gleanings of ―Mark Rutherford‘s ―
mind; evidently, there are to be no more complete novels like ―The Deliverance.‖ or
―Catherine Furze.‖ But the contents of these last collections are not well described as
pages from a journal. They consist of studies of landscapes and weather; these we may
say at once, though carefully made and like written sketches of a Copley Fielding (2),
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have no highly individual value. Here also are certain literary studies, and these, though individual enough, are of secondary importance. ―Mark Rutherford‖ is not a literary critic. the
value possessed by these rather loose and wavering disquisitions on Shakespeare, on Wordsworth, on Matthew Arnold, and so forth, consists in the evidence they give of the peculiar
impact of these authors on the somewhat secluded mind of ―Mark Rutherford‖. And then
there are the brief tales, often mere anecdotes, but sometimes, as in the cases of ―Mrs Fairfax‖ and ―Ester‖ real little novels, yet all of them the seed-pearl left over from such jewels as
the author has in earlier years so finely set out for us.
In these fragmentary stories the careful reader will find the genius of ―Mark Rutherford‖ revealed almost as clearly as in his long novels. They are written in the clean and eloquent
style, gracefully but quite unaffectedly old-fashioned, which has become so rare amongst us
as almost to be extinct. He writes the English of his precursors, the men of the Revolution
which never came off, with a sober, manly picturesqueness. When we have read a number of
these little tales, the very simplicity and lucidity of which conceal their consistent art, we
begin to perceive what are the emotions that have made ―Mark Rutherford‖ a writer. First of
all comes that sympathy with the lower middle class which leads to an anxious acceptance
and at the same time a dread of democracy. Then there is the element to which we have already called attention, the passion of pity. ―Mark Rutherford‖ surrounds all the unfortunate
with the atmosphere of it; he has pity for Judas Iscariot, for the Devil, even in unusual conditions for the beneficed clergyman of the Church of England. His benevolence stops at nothing but an employer of capital. If his books are examined with care it will be found that the
box of ointment of tender human pity has been broken over every one of them.
Another interesting characteristic of ―Mark Rutherford‖ is the familiarity he shows with the
tone of middle-class society in the country. He equals, if he does not surpass, George Eliot in
his knowledge of what goes on or went on in market towns. The bitterness of mutual criticism, the savagery of class tests, the implacable malignity of certain types of women, were
never better expressed. Occasionally he rises to a kind of ironic naïveté which reminds us of
the ―Gazette du Village‖ and other Jacobinical pamphlets of Paul Louis Courier (3). Greatly
as we admire ―Mark Rutherford‖ however, we are not prepared to put his style on a level
with that of Courier; it is then political and social temper which suggests a parallel. He is
more alone, indeed we do not remember another instance among modern authors, in the
quickening sense he has of the violence and injustice of conscience. He has seem people juggle away their happiness for a scruple of religious tradition , and it effects him to groaning
and tears. He is invariably interested in the practice of piety, and has in the course of his life
made a number of extraordinary observations on the Biblical Christianity of provincial England. When we are searching for the individualities of ―Mark Rutherford‖ we find this to be
perhaps the most characteristic of all. We could quote from any one of his books such a page
as this:
―Miss Stapleton read few books beside her bible. This she read thoroughly and believed unhesitatingly. It never entered her head to inquire if it was true. There the Gospel was, like the
blessed sun and rain. The sun was hot in summer and ripened the corn; the rain quenched the
thirst of the fields. She did not ask whence the sun drew his heat nor how the rain was stored
in the clouds. She made for the New Testament a background out of materials which lay near
the farm. Capernaum Lake (4) and Haling Mere, for example, were curiously shot in her
mind, one with another, like some woven fabric of diverse but related colours. Nothing in
the New Testament was foreign to the fields at Lower Hatch. At time one might almost see
Jesus kneeling on the hill at the end of the Mere and praying Our Father.” (5)
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We have endeavoured to indicate very briefly the principal features of the restricted and
consistent authorship of ―Mark Rutherford‖ . We have done so in a certain detail because it
appears to us that no author of anything like his rank has in our time been so continuously
neglected by responsible criticism.
Edmund William Gosse (1849 - 1928 was an English poet author and critic, the son of
Philip Henry Gosse and Emily Bowes.
(1)Anthony Vandyke Copley Fielding 1787 –1855) commonly called Copley Fielding,
was an English painter born in Sowerby and famous for his water-colour landscapes.
(2) Paul Louis Courier (1773—1825) French. Hellenist and political writer, was born in
Paris.
(3) "When Jesus heard that John had been put in prison, he returned to Galilee. Leaving
Nazareth, he went and lived in Capernaum, which was by the lake in the area of Zebulun
and Napthali." (Matthew 4:12-13) Although Capernaum and Haling appear to be places in
Surrey they do not feature in an on-line gazetteer.
(4) From “ A Home-made religion‖ ( reprinted by permission from the ―Nation‖ of January 1, 1910) Pages from a Journal 2nd edition World‘s Classics 1930 p 320 - 321

The house and garden at Groombridge much as it may have been in Hale White‘s day
though some details have changed.
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Above: A drawing by A. Foord Hughes from a
daguerrotype of William Hale White (Mark Rutherford)
taken when he was between 23 and 30. It was given by
John Arthur to his nephew William Hale White Jr. and is
now in the Cecil Higgins Art Gallery, Bedford.
Cover: Crayon portrait in 1887 by Arthur Hughes
(1832-1915) at Cecil Higgins Art Gallery, Bedford.
(William Hale White's second son, Jack, married Agnes
Hughes, one of Arthur Hughes's daughters.)

